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Starts with AI- 

AIGRETTE AEEGIRTT tuft of feathers worn as head ornament [n -S] 

AIGUILLE AEGIILLU sharp, pointed mountain peak [n -S] 

AILERONS AEILNORS AILERON, movable control surface on airplane wing [n] 

AILMENTS AEILMNST AILMENT, physical or mental disorder [n] 

AIMFULLY AFILLMUY AIMFUL, full of purpose [adv] 

AINSELLS AEILLNSS AINSELL, own self [n] 

AIRBALLS AABILLRS AIRBALL, to miss basket in basketball [v]  

AIRBASES AABEIRSS AIRBASE, military base for aircraft [n] 

AIRBOATS AABIORST AIRBOAT, boat used in swampy areas [n] 

AIRBORNE ABEINORR flying [adj] 

AIRBOUND ABDINORU stopped up by air [adj] 

AIRBRUSH ABHIRRSU to apply in fine spray by compressed air, as paint [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

AIRBURST ABIRRSTU explosion in air [n -S] 

AIRBUSES ABEIRSSU AIRBUS, passenger airplane [n] 

AIRCHECK ACCEHIKR recording made from radio broadcast [n -S] 

AIRCOACH AACCHIOR cheaper class of accommodations in commercial aircraft [n -ES] 

AIRCRAFT AACFIRRT any machine or device capable of flying [n AIRCRAFT] 

AIRCREWS ACEIRRSW AIRCREW, crew of aircraft [n] 

AIRDATES AADEIRST AIRDATE, scheduled date of broadcast [n] 

AIRDROME ADEIMORR airport (tract of land maintained for landing and takeoff of aircraft) [n -S] 

AIRDROPS ADIOPRRS AIRDROP, to drop from aircraft [v] 

AIRFARES AAEFIRRS AIRFARE, payment for travel by airplane [n] 

AIRFIELD ADEFIILR airport (tract of land maintained for landing and takeoff of aircraft) [n -S] 

AIRFLOWS AFILORSW AIRFLOW, flow of air [n] 

AIRFOILS AFIILORS AIRFOIL, part of aircraft designed to provide lift or control [n] 

AIRFRAME AAEFIMRR framework and external covering of airplane [n -S] 

AIRGLOWS AGILORSW AIRGLOW, glow in upper atmosphere [n] 

AIRHEADS AADEHIRS AIRHEAD, stupid person [n] 

AIRHOLES AEHILORS AIRHOLE, hole to let air in or out [n] 

AIRINESS AEIINRSS state of being airy (having nature of air) [n -ES] 

AIRLIFTS AFIILRST AIRLIFT, to transport by airplane [v] 

AIRLINER AEIILNRR large passenger aircraft [n -S] 

AIRLINES AEIILNRS AIRLINE, air transportation system [n] 

AIRLOCKS ACIKLORS AIRLOCK, blockage in pipe caused by air bubble [n] 

AIRMAILS AAIILMRS AIRMAIL, to send mail by airplane [v] 

AIRPARKS AAIKPRRS AIRPARK, small airport [n] 

AIRPLANE AAEILNPR winged aircraft propelled by jet engines or propellers [n -S] 

AIRPLAYS AAILPRSY AIRPLAY, playing of record on radio program [n] 

AIRPORTS AIOPRRST AIRPORT, tract of land maintained for landing and takeoff of aircraft [n] 

AIRPOSTS AIOPRSST AIRPOST, system of conveying mail by airplane [n] 

AIRPOWER AEIOPRRW military strength of nation's air force [n -S] 

AIRPROOF AFIOOPRR to make impermeable to air [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AIRSCAPE AACEIPRS view of earth from aircraft or high position [n -S] 

AIRSCREW ACEIRRSW airplane propeller [n -S] 

AIRSHEDS ADEHIRSS AIRSHED, air supply of given region [n] 
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AIRSHIPS AHIIPRSS AIRSHIP, lighter-than-air aircraft having propulsion and steering systems [n] 

AIRSHOTS AHIORSST AIRSHOT, aircheck (recording made from radio broadcast) [n] 

AIRSHOWS AHIORSSW AIRSHOW, exhibition of aircraft stunts [n] 

AIRSIDES ADEIIRSS AIRSIDE, side of airport terminal facing aircraft [n] 

AIRSPACE AACEIPRS portion of atmosphere above particular land area [n -S] 

AIRSPEED ADEEIPRS speed of aircraft with relation to air [n -S] 

AIRSTRIP AIIPRRST runway (landing and takeoff strip for aircraft) [n -S] 

AIRTHING AGHIINRT AIRTH, to airt (to guide (to show way to)) [v] 

AIRTIGHT AGHIIRTT not allowing air to escape or enter [adj] 

AIRTIMES AEIIMRST AIRTIME, time when broadcast begins [n] 

AIRTRAMS AAIMRRST AIRTRAM, aerial cable car [n] 

AIRWAVES AAEIRSVW AIRWAVE, medium of radio and television transmission [n] 

AIRWOMAN AAIMNORW female aviator [n -MEN] 

AIRWOMEN AEIMNORW AIRWOMAN, female aviator [n] 

AISLEWAY AAEILSWY aisle (passageway between sections of seats) [n -S] 

 

Contains -AI- 

ABIGAILS AABGIILS ABIGAIL, lady's maid [n] 

ABSTAINS AABINSST ABSTAIN, to refrain voluntarily [v] 

ACCLAIMS AACCILMS ACCLAIM, to shout approval of [v] 

ACQUAINT AACINQTU to cause to know [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

AFFAIRES AAEFFIRS AFFAIRE, brief amorous relationship [n] 

AIRMAILS AAIILMRS AIRMAIL, to send mail by airplane [v] 

ALCAIDES AACDEILS ALCAIDE, commander of Spanish fortress [n] 

APPRAISE AAEIPPRS to set value on [v –D, -SING, -S] 

ARAPAIMA AAAAIMPR large food fish [n -S] 

ARCHAISE AACEHIRS to archaize (to use archaisms) [v –D, -SING, -S] 

ARCHAISM AACHIMRS archaic word, idiom, or expression [n -S] 

ARCHAIST AACHIRST one that archaizes (to use archaisms) [n -S] 

ARCHAIZE AACEHIRZ to use archaisms [v –D, -ZING, -S] 

ARMCHAIR AACHIMRR chair with armrests [n -S] 

ARRAIGNS AAGINRRS ARRAIGN, to call before court of law to answer indictment [v] 

ASSAGAIS AAAGISSS ASSAGAI, to pierce with light spear [v] 

ASSAILED AADEILSS ASSAIL, to attack (to set upon violently) [v] 

ASSAILER AAEILRSS one that assails (to attack (to set upon violently)) [n -S] 

ASSEGAIS AAEGISSS ASSEGAI, to assagai (to pierce with light spear) [v] 

ATTAINED AADEINTT ATTAIN, to gain or achieve by mental or physical effort [v] 

ATTAINER AAEINRTT one that attains (to gain or achieve by mental or physical effort) [n -S] 

ATTAINTS AAINSTTT ATTAINT, to disgrace (to bring shame or discredit upon) [v] 

AVAILING AAGIILNV AVAIL, to be of use or advantage to [v] 

AVENTAIL AAEILNTV ventail (adjustable front of medieval helmet) [n -S] 

AWAITERS AAEIRSTW AWAITER, one that awaits (to wait for) [n] 

AWAITING AAGIINTW AWAIT, to wait for [v] 

BAIDARKA AAABDIKR bidarka (Inuit canoe) [n -S] 

BAILABLE AABBEILL BAIL, to transfer property temporarily [adj] 

BAILIFFS ABFFIILS BAILIFF, court officer [n] 
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BAILMENT ABEILMNT act of bailing (to transfer property temporarily) [n -S] 

BAILOUTS ABILOSTU BAILOUT, act of parachuting from aircraft [n] 

BAILSMAN AABILMNS one who provides security for another [n -MEN] 

BAILSMEN ABEILMNS BAILSMAN, one who provides security for another [n] 

BAIRNISH ABHIINRS BAIRN, child (young person) [adj] 

BAITFISH ABFHIIST fish used as bait [n -ES] 

BANGTAIL AABGILNT racehorse [n -S] 

BARGAINS AABGINRS BARGAIN, to discuss terms for selling or buying [v] 

BARMAIDS AABDIMRS BARMAID, female bartender [n] 

BEDCHAIR ABCDEHIR chair near bed [n -S] 

BEDRAILS ABDEILRS BEDRAIL, board at bedside [n] 

BEPAINTS ABEINPST BEPAINT, to tinge (to apply trace of color to) [v] 

BETAINES ABEEINST BETAINE, alkaloid (type of chemical compound) [n] 

BEWAILED ABDEEILW BEWAIL, to lament (to express sorrow or regret for) [v] 

BEWAILER ABEEILRW one that bewails (to lament (to express sorrow or regret for)) [n -S] 

BOBTAILS ABBILOST BOBTAIL, to cut short [v] 

BONDMAID ABDDIMNO female slave [n -S] 

BRAIDERS ABDEIRRS BRAIDER, one that braids (to weave together) [n] 

BRAIDING ABDGIINR something made of braided material [n -S] / BRAID, to weave together [v] 

BRAILING ABGIILNR BRAIL, to haul in sail [v] 

BRAILLED ABDEILLR BRAILLE, to write in braille (raised writing for blind) [v] 

BRAILLER ABEILLRR machine for printing in braille [n -S] 

BRAILLES ABEILLRS BRAILLE, to write in braille (raised writing for blind) [v] 

BRAINIAC AABCIINR very intelligent person [n -S] 

BRAINIER ABEIINRR BRAINY, smart (characterized by mental acuity) [adj] 

BRAINILY ABIILNRY in brainy (smart (characterized by mental acuity)) manner [adv] 

BRAINING ABGIINNR BRAIN, to hit on head [v] 

BRAINISH ABHIINRS impetuous [adj] 

BRAINPAN AABINNPR skull [n -S] 

BRAISING ABGIINRS BRAISE, to cook in fat [v] 

BRANTAIL AABILNRT singing bird [n -S] 

BUCKTAIL ABCIKLTU fishing lure [n -S] 

BUZZBAIT ABBITUZZ vibrating fishing lure [n -S] 

CAISSONS ACINOSSS CAISSON, watertight chamber [n] 

CAITIFFS ACFFIIST CAITIFF, despicable person [n] 

CALPAINS AACILNPS CALPAIN, enzyme for digesting proteins [n] 

CAMAILED AACDEILM CAMAIL, piece of armor for neck [adj] 

CAMPAIGN AACGIMNP to conduct series of operations to reach specific goal [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

CANAILLE AACEILLN common people [n -S] 

CANTRAIP AACINPRT cantrip (magic spell) [n -S] 

CAPTAINS AACINPST CAPTAIN, to lead or command [v] 

CATTAILS AACILSTT CATTAIL, marsh plant [n] 

CHAINERS ACEHINRS CHAINER, chainman (surveyor's assistant who uses measuring chain) [n] 

CHAINING ACGHIINN CHAIN, to bind with chain (series of connected rings) [v] 

CHAINMAN AACHIMNN surveyor's assistant who uses measuring chain [n -MEN] 

CHAINMEN ACEHIMNN CHAINMAN, surveyor's assistant who uses measuring chain [n] 
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CHAINSAW AACHINSW to cut with chain saw [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

CHAIRING ACGHIINR CHAIR, to install in office [v] 

CHAIRMAN AACHIMNR presiding officer of meeting [n -MEN] / to act as chairman of [v –ED, -NNED, -ING, -NNING, -S] 

CHAIRMEN ACEHIMNR CHAIRMAN, presiding officer of meeting [n] 

CHAPLAIN AACHILNP clergyman for chapel [n -S] 

CHARPAIS AACHIPRS CHARPAI, charpoy (bed used in India) [n] 

CINQUAIN ACIINNQU stanza of five lines [n -S] 

CIPAILLE ACEIILLP pie with layers of meat and pastry [n -S] 

CLAIMANT AACILMNT one that asserts right or title [n -S] 

CLAIMERS ACEILMRS CLAIMER, one that claims (to demand as one's due) [n] 

CLAIMING ACGIILMN CLAIM, to demand as one's due [v] 

COATTAIL AACILOTT back lower portion of coat [n -S] 

COCAINES ACCEINOS COCAINE, narcotic alkaloid [n] 

COCHAIRS ACCHIORS COCHAIR, to serve jointly as chairman of [v] 

COCKTAIL ACCIKLOT to drink alcoholic beverages [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

CODOMAIN ACDIMNOO mathematical set [n -S] 

COMPLAIN ACILMNOP to express discontent [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

CONGAING ACGGINNO CONGA, to perform conga (Latin-American dance) [v] 

CONTAINS ACINNOST CONTAIN, to hold within [v] 

CONTRAIL ACILNORT visible trail of water vapor from aircraft [n -S] 

COPAIBAS AABCIOPS COPAIBA, resin [n] 

CORDWAIN ACDINORW cordovan (fine leather) [n -S] 

CORSAIRS ACIORRSS CORSAIR, pirate [n] 

COXSWAIN ACINOSWX to direct (crew) as coxswain [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

CREMAINS ACEIMNRS ashes of cremated body [n CREMAINS] 

CROWBAIT ABCIORTW old horse [n -S] 

CURTAILS ACILRSTU CURTAIL, to cut short [v] 

CURTAINS ACINRSTU CURTAIN, to provide with hanging piece of fabric [v] 

DADAISMS AADDIMSS DADAISM, dada movement [n] 

DADAISTS AADDISST DADAIST, follower of dadaism [n] 

DAIDZEIN ADDEIINZ chemical found chiefly in soybeans [n -S] 

DAIKERED ADDEEIKR DAIKER, to dacker (to waver (to move back and forth)) [v] 

DAIMONES ADEIMNOS DAIMON, attendant spirit [n] 

DAIMONIC ACDIIMNO DAIMON, attendant spirit [adj] 

DAINTIER ADEIINRT DAINTY, delicately pretty [adj] 

DAINTIES ADEIINST DAINTY, something delicious [n] 

DAINTILY ADIILNTY DAINTY, delicately pretty [adv] 

DAIQUIRI ADIIIQRU cocktail [n -S] 

DAIRYING ADGIINRY business of dairy [n -S] 

DAIRYMAN AADIMNRY man who works in or owns dairy [n -MEN] 

DAIRYMEN ADEIMNRY DAIRYMAN, man who works in or owns dairy [n] 

DAISHIKI ADHIIIKS dashiki (African tunic) [n -S] 

DAYSAILS AADILSSY DAYSAIL, to sail yacht for day [v] 

DEAIRING ADEGIINR DEAIR, to remove air from [v] 

DEBONAIR ABDEINOR suave (smoothly affable and polite) [adj] 

DECLAIMS ACDEILMS DECLAIM, to speak formally [v] 
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DEHAIRED ADDEEHIR DEHAIR, to remove hair from [v] 

DELAINES ADEEILNS DELAINE, wool fabric [n] 

DEPAINTS ADEINPST DEPAINT, to depict (to portray (to represent pictorially)) [v] 

DERAIGNS ADEGINRS DERAIGN, to dispute claim [v] 

DERAILED ADDEEILR DERAIL, to run off rails of track [v] 

DESPAIRS ADEIPRSS DESPAIR, to lose all hope [v] 

DESTAINS ADEINSST DESTAIN, to remove stain from [v] 

DETAILED ADDEEILT DETAIL, to report with complete particulars [v] 

DETAILER ADEEILRT one that details (to report with complete particulars) [n -S] 

DETAINED ADDEEINT DETAIN, to hold in custody [v] 

DETAINEE ADEEEINT one who is detained [n -S] 

DETAINER ADEEINRT unlawful withholding of another's property [n -S] 

DETRAINS ADEINRST DETRAIN, to get off railroad train [v] 

DISCLAIM ACDIILMS to renounce any claim to or connection with [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

DISDAINS ADDIINSS DISDAIN, to scorn (to treat or regard with contempt) [v] 

DISTAINS ADIINSST DISTAIN, to stain (to discolor or dirty) [v] 

DISTRAIN ADIINRST to seize and hold property as security [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

DISTRAIT ADIIRSTT absentminded [adj] 

DOGSTAIL ADGILOST grass with spiky flower heads [n -S] 

DOGTAILS ADGILOST DOGTAIL, type of grass [n] 

DOMAINES ADEIMNOS DOMAINE, vineyard in Burgundy [n] 

DOORNAIL ADILNOOR large-headed nail [n -S] 

DOVETAIL ADEILOTV to fit together closely [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

DRAINAGE AADEGINR act of draining (to draw off liquid) [n -S] 

DRAINERS ADEINRRS DRAINER, one that drains (to draw off liquid) [n] 

DRAINING ADGIINNR DRAIN, to draw off liquid [v] 

DUCKTAIL ACDIKLTU style of haircut [n -S] 

EMAILING AEGIILMN EMAIL, to send message to by computer [v] 

ENCHAINS ACEHINNS ENCHAIN, to bind with chains [v] 

ENDBRAIN ABDEINNR part of brain [n -S] 

ENGRAILS AEGILNRS ENGRAIL, to ornament edge of with curved indentations [v] 

ENGRAINS AEGINNRS ENGRAIN, to ingrain (to impress firmly on mind) [v] 

ENTAILED ADEEILNT ENTAIL, to restrict inheritance of to specified line of heirs [v] 

ENTAILER AEEILNRT one that entails (to restrict inheritance of to specified line of heirs) [n -S] 

ENTRAILS AEILNRST internal organs [n ENTRAILS] 

ENTRAINS AEINNRST ENTRAIN, to board train [v] 

EUCAINES ACEEINSU EUCAINE, anesthetic [n] 

EUDAIMON ADEIMNOU eudemon (good spirit) [n -S] 

EXCLAIMS ACEILMSX EXCLAIM, to cry out suddenly [v] 

EXPLAINS AEILNPSX EXPLAIN, to make plain or understandable [v] 

FAIENCES ACEEFINS FAIENCE, variety of glazed pottery [n] 

FAILINGS AFGIILNS FAILING, minor fault or weakness [n] 

FAILURES AEFILRSU FAILURE, act of failing (to be unsuccessful in attempt) [n] 

FAINEANT AAEFINNT lazy person [n -S] 

FAINTERS AEFINRST FAINTER, one that faints (to lose consciousness) [n] 

FAINTEST AEFINSTT FAINT, lacking strength or vigor [adj] 
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FAINTING AFGIINNT FAINT, to lose consciousness [v] 

FAINTISH AFHIINST somewhat faint [adj] 

FAIRGOER AEFGIORR one who attends fair [n -S] 

FAIRIEST AEFIIRST FAIRY, pertaining to or resembling fairy [adj] 

FAIRINGS AFGIINRS FAIRING, structure on aircraft serving to reduce drag [n] 

FAIRLEAD AADEFILR device used to hold ship's rigging in place [n -S] 

FAIRNESS AEFINRSS quality of being fair (free from bias, dishonesty, or injustice) [n ES] 

FAIRWAYS AAFIRSWY FAIRWAY, mowed part of golf course between tee and green [n] 

FAIRYISM AFIIMRSY quality of being like fairy [n -S] 

FAITHFUL AFFHILTU loyal follower or member [n -S] 

FAITHING AFGHIINT FAITH, to believe or trust [v] 

FAITOURS AFIORSTU FAITOUR, impostor (one that poses as another for deceptive purposes) [n] 

FANTAILS AAFILNST FANTAIL, fan-shaped tail or end [n] 

FARADAIC AAACDFIR faradic (pertaining to type of electric current) [adj] 

FISHTAIL AFHIILST to have rear end of moving vehicle slide from side to side [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

FLAILING AFGIILLN FLAIL, to swing freely [v] 

FORESAID ADEFIORS previously said [adj] 

FORESAIL AEFILORS lowest sail on foremast [n -S] 

FOUNTAIN AFINNOTU to flow like fountain (spring of water) [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

FOXTAILS AFILOSTX FOXTAIL, tail of fox [n] 

FRAILEST AEFILRST FRAIL, fragile (easily broken or damaged) [adj] 

FUNFAIRS AFFINRSU FUNFAIR, amusement park [n] 

GAIETIES AEEGIIST GAIETY, festive activity [n] 

GAINABLE AABEGILN GAIN, to acquire (to come into possession of) [adj] 

GAINLESS AEGILNSS profitless [adj] 

GAINLIER AEGIILNR GAINLY, graceful (having beauty of form or movement) [adj] 

GAINSAID AADGIINS GAINSAY, to deny (to declare to be untrue) [v] 

GAINSAYS AAGINSSY GAINSAY, to deny (to declare to be untrue) [v] 

GAITERED ADEEGIRT GAITER, covering for lower leg [adj] 

GLAIRIER AEGIILRR GLAIRY, resembling egg white [adj] 

GLAIRING AGGIILNR GLAIR, to coat with egg white [v] / GLAIRE [v] 

GRAINERS AEGINRRS GRAINER, one that grains (to form into small particles) [n] 

GRAINIER AEGIINRR GRAINY, granular (composed of granules) [adj] 

GRAINING AGGIINNR GRAIN, to form into small particles [v] 

GRAYMAIL AAGILMRY pressure on official to reveal sensitive information [n -S] 

GUAIACOL AACGILOU chemical compound [n -S] 

GUAIACUM AACGIMUU medicinal resin [n -S] 

GUAIOCUM ACGIMOUU guaiacum (medicinal resin) [n -S] 

HAIRBALL AABHILLR ball of hair [n -S] 

HAIRBAND AABDHINR headband (band worn on head) [n -S] 

HAIRCAPS AACHIPRS HAIRCAP, hat [n] 

HAIRCUTS ACHIRSTU HAIRCUT, cutting of hair [n] 

HAIRGRIP AGHIIPRR bobby pin [n -S] 

HAIRIEST AEHIIRST HAIRY, covered with hair [adj] 

HAIRLESS AEHILRSS having no hair [adj] 

HAIRLIKE AEHIIKLR resembling hair (threadlike growth) [adj] 
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HAIRLINE AEHIILNR very thin line [n -S] 

HAIRLOCK ACHIKLOR lock of hair [n -S] 

HAIRNETS AEHINRST HAIRNET, net worn to keep hair in place [n] 

HAIRPINS AHIINPRS HAIRPIN, hair fastener [n] 

HAIRWING AGHIINRW fishing lure tied with hair [n -S] 

HAIRWORK AHIKORRW making of articles from hair [n -S] 

HAIRWORM AHIMORRW parasitic worm [n -S] 

HANDMAID AADDHIMN female servant [n -S] 

HANDRAIL AADHILNR railing used for support [n -S] 

HANGNAIL AAGHILNN agnail (piece of loose skin at base of fingernail) [n -S] 

HEADRAIL AADEHILR horizontal rail at top of something [n -S] 

HEADSAIL AADEHILS type of sail [n -S] 

HEBRAIZE ABEEHIRZ to make Hebrew [v –D, -ZING, -S] 

HENNAING AEGHINNN HENNA, to dye with reddish coloring [v] 

HETAIRAI AAEHIIRT HETAIRA, hetaera (concubine) [n] 

HETAIRAS AAEHIRST HETAIRA, hetaera (concubine) [n] 

HIGHTAIL AGHHIILT to retreat rapidly [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

HOBNAILS ABHILNOS HOBNAIL, to put hobnails (short nails with broad head) on shoe sole [v] 

HOLLAING AGHILLNO HOLLA, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HORNTAIL AHILNORT wasplike insect [n -S] 

HUZZAING AGHINUZZ HUZZA, to cheer (to applaud with shouts of approval) [v] 

IBOGAINE ABEGIINO alkaloid used as antidepressant [n -S] 

IMPAINTS AIIMNPST IMPAINT, to paint or depict [v] 

IMPAIRED ADEIIMPR IMPAIR, to make worse [v] 

IMPAIRER AEIIMPRR one that impairs (to make worse) [n -S] 

INGRAINS AGIINNRS INGRAIN, to impress firmly on mind [v] 

JAILABLE AABEIJLL JAIL, to put in jail (place of confinement) [adj] 

JAILBAIT AABIIJLT offensive word [n -S] 

JAILBIRD ABDIIJLR prisoner (one that is imprisoned) [n -S] 

KAILYARD AADIKLRY kaleyard (kitchen garden) [n -S] 

KAINITES AEIIKNST KAINITE, mineral salt [n] 

KAISERIN AEIIKNRS kaiser's wife [n -S] 

KAMAAINA AAAAIKMN longtime resident of Hawaii [n -S] 

KNAIDELS ADEIKLNS KNAIDEL, type of dumpling (ball of dough cooked with stew or soup) [n] 

LAICALLY AACILLLY LAIC, layman (member of laity) [adv] 

LAICISED ACDEIILS LAICISE, to laicize (to free from clerical control) [v] 

LAICISES ACEIILSS LAICISE, to laicize (to free from clerical control) [v] 

LAICISMS ACIILMSS LAICISM, political system free from clerical control [n] 

LAICIZED ACDEIILZ LAICIZE, to free from clerical control [v] 

LAICIZES ACEIILSZ LAICIZE, to free from clerical control [v] 

LAIRAGES AAEGILRS LAIRAGE, place where cattle are housed at markets [n] 

LAIRIEST AEIILRST LAIRY, unpleasantly loud [adj] 

LAITANCE AACEILNT milky deposit on surface of fresh concrete [n -S] 

LIAISING AGIIILNS LIAISE, to establish liaison [v] 

LIAISONS AIILNOSS LIAISON, means for maintaining communication [n] 

LOBTAILS ABILLOST LOBTAIL, (of whale) to slap its tail against surface of water [v] 
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LONGHAIR AGHILNOR intellectual [n -S] 

LUGSAILS AGILLSSU LUGSAIL, type of sail [n] 

MAIASAUR AAAIMRSU herbivorous dinosaur [n -S] 

MAIDENLY ADEILMNY MAIDEN, young unmarried woman [adj] 

MAIDHOOD ADDHIMOO state of being maiden (young unmarried woman) [n -S] 

MAIEUTIC ACEIIMTU pertaining to method of eliciting knowledge [adj] 

MAILABLE AABEILLM MAIL, to send by governmental postal system [adj] 

MAILBAGS AABGILMS MAILBAG, bag for carrying mail (postal material) [n] 

MAILGRAM AAGILMMR trademark [n -S] 

MAILINGS AGIILMNS MAILING, rented farm [n] 

MAILLESS AEILLMSS having no armor [adj] 

MAILLOTS AILLMOST MAILLOT, woman's one-piece bathing suit [n] 

MAILROOM AILMMOOR room for processing mail [n -S] 

MAILSHOT AHILMOST something mailed to many people at one time [n -S] 

MAINLAND AADILMNN principal land mass [n -S] 

MAINLINE AEIILMNN to inject narcotic into major vein [v –D, -NING, -S] 

MAINMAST AAIMMNST principal mast of vessel [n -S] 

MAINSAIL AAIILMNS principal sail of vessel [n -S] 

MAINSTAY AAIMNSTY principal support [n -S] 

MAINTAIN AAIIMNNT to keep in proper condition [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

MAINTOPS AIMNOPST MAINTOP, platform at head of mainmast [n] 

MAIOLICA AACIILMO majolica (type of pottery (ware molded from clay and hardened by heat)) [n -S] 

MALAISES AAEILMSS MALAISE, feeling of vague discomfort [n] 

MAROCAIN AACIMNOR light crinkled fabric [n -S] 

MEDICAID ACDDEIIM type of governmental health program [n -S] 

MERMAIDS ADEIMMRS MERMAID, legendary marine creature [n] 

METICAIS ACEIIMST METICAL, monetary unit of Mozambique [n] 

MIDBRAIN ABDIIMNR middle region of brain [n -S] 

MIGRAINE AEGIIMNR severe headache [n -S] 

MILKMAID ADIIKLMM woman who milks cows [n -S] 

MISAIMED ADEIIMMS MISAIM, to aim badly [v] 

MISCLAIM ACIILMMS to claim wrongfully [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

MISFAITH AFHIIMST lack of faith; disbelief [n -S] 

MISPAINT AIIMNPST to paint wrongly [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

MISRAISE AEIIMRSS to raise wrongly [v –D, -SING, -S] 

MISTRAIN AIIMNRST to train improperly [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

MOCKTAIL ACIKLMOT cocktail with no alcohol [n -S] 

MONORAIL AILMNOOR single rail serving as track for wheeled vehicle [n -S] 

MOONSAIL AILMNOOS light, square sail [n -S] 

MORAINAL AAILMNOR MORAINE, accumulation of debris deposited by glacier [adj] 

MORAINES AEIMNORS MORAINE, accumulation of debris deposited by glacier [n] 

MORAINIC ACIIMNOR MORAINE, accumulation of debris deposited by glacier [adj] 

MORTMAIN AIMMNORT perpetual ownership of land [n -S] 

MOUNTAIN AIMNNOTU large, natural elevation of earth's surface [n -S] 

MURRAINS AIMNRRSU MURRAIN, disease of cattle [n] 

NAILFOLD ADFILLNO fold of skin around fingernail [n -S] 
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NAILHEAD AADEHILN top of nail [n -S] 

NAILLESS AEILLNSS lacking nails [adj] 

NAILSETS AEILNSST NAILSET, steel rod for driving nail into something [n] 

NAINSOOK AIKNNOOS cotton fabric [n -S] 

NAIVETES AEEINSTV NAIVETE, quality of being naive (lacking sophistication) [n] 

NILGHAIS AGHIILNS NILGHAI, nilgai (large antelope) [n] 

NONDAIRY ADINNORY having no milk products [adj] 

NYLGHAIS AGHILNSY NYLGHAI, nilgai (large antelope) [n] 

OBTAINED ABDEINOT OBTAIN, to gain possession of [v] 

OBTAINER ABEINORT one that obtains (to gain possession of) [n -S] 

ORDAINED ADDEINOR ORDAIN, to invest with holy authority [v] 

ORDAINER ADEINORR one that ordains (to invest with holy authority) [n -S] 

OUABAINS AABINOSU OUABAIN, cardiac stimulant [n] 

OUTGAINS AGINOSTU OUTGAIN, to gain more than [v] 

OUTPAINT AINOPTTU to surpass in painting [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTRAISE AEIORSTU to surpass in raising [v –D, -SING, -S] 

OUTSAILS AILOSSTU OUTSAIL, to sail faster than [v] 

OUTWAITS AIOSTTUW OUTWAIT, to exceed in patience [v] 

OVERLAID ADEILORV OVERLAY, OVERLIE, to lie over [v] 

OVERLAIN AEILNORV OVERLIE, to lie over [v] 

OVERPAID ADEIOPRV OVERPAY, to pay too much [v] 

PAILFULS AFILLPSU PAILFUL, as much as pail can hold [n] 

PAILLARD AADILLPR slice of meat pounded thin and grilled [n -S] 

PAILSFUL AFILLPSU PAILFUL, as much as pail can hold [n] 

PAINCHES ACEHINPS PAINCH, paunch (belly or abdomen) [n] 

PAINLESS AEILNPSS not causing pain [adj] 

PAINTBOX ABINOPTX box holding dry paints [n -ES] 

PAINTERS AEINPRST PAINTER, one that paints (to make representation of with paints (coloring substances)) [n] 

PAINTIER AEIINPRT PAINTY, covered with paint [adj] 

PAINTING AGIINNPT picture made with paints [n -S] / PAINT, to make representation of with paints (coloring substances) [v] 

PAIRINGS AGIINPRS PAIRING, matching of two opponents in tournament [n] 

PAIRWISE AEIIPRSW in sets of two [adv] 

PAISANAS AAAINPSS PAISANA, female compatriot [n] 

PAISANOS AAINOPSS PAISANO, fellow countryman [n] 

PAISLEYS AEILPSSY PAISLEY, patterned wool fabric [n] 

PARASAIL AAAILPRS to soar while harnessed to parachute towed by car or boat [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

PARFAITS AAFIPRST PARFAIT, frozen dessert [n] 

PEABRAIN AABEINPR stupid person [n -S] 

PEARMAIN AAEIMNPR variety of apple [n -S] 

PERTAINS AEINPRST PERTAIN, to have reference or relation [v] 

PIGTAILS AGIILPST PIGTAIL, tight braid of hair [n] 

PINTAILS AIILNPST PINTAIL, river duck [n] 

PLAINEST AEILNPST PLAIN, evident (clear to vision or understanding) [adj] 

PLAINING AGIILNNP PLAIN, to complain (to express discontent) [v] 

PLAISTER AEILPRST to plaster (to cover with plaster (mixture of lime, sand, and water)) [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

PLAITERS AEILPRST PLAITER, one that plaits (to braid (to weave together)) [n] 
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PLAITING AGIILNPT something that is plaited [n -S] / PLAIT, to braid (to weave together) [v] 

PLANTAIN AAILNNPT short-stemmed herb [n -S] 

POLKAING AGIKLNOP POLKA, to perform lively dance [v] 

PONYTAIL AILNOPTY hairstyle [n -S] 

PORTRAIT AIOPRRTT likeness of person [n -S] 

POSTPAID ADIOPPST with postage prepaid [adv] 

PRAIRIES AEIIPRRS PRAIRIE, tract of grassland [n] 

PRAISERS AEIPRRSS PRAISER, one that praises (to express approval or admiration of) [n] 

PRAISING AGIINPRS PRAISE, to express approval or admiration of [v] 

PRETRAIN AEINPRRT to train beforehand [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

PREVAILS AEILPRSV PREVAIL, to triumph (to be victorious) [v] 

PROCAINE ACEINOPR compound used as local anesthetic [n -S] 

PROCHAIN ACHINOPR prochein (nearest in time, relation, or degree) [adj] 

PROCLAIM ACILMOPR to make known publicly or officially [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

PROSAISM AIMOPRSS prosaic style [n -S] 

PROSAIST AIOPRSST writer of prose [n -S] 

PTOMAINE AEIMNOPT compound produced by decomposition of protein [n -S] 

PTOMAINS AIMNOPST PTOMAIN, ptomaine (compound produced by decomposition of protein) [n] 

QUAICHES ACEHIQSU QUAICH, small drinking vessel [n] 

QUAILING AGIILNQU QUAIL, to cower (to cringe (to shrink in fear)) [v] 

QUAINTER AEINQRTU QUAINT, pleasingly old-fashioned or unfamiliar [adj] 

QUAINTLY AILNQTUY QUAINT, pleasingly old-fashioned or unfamiliar [adv] 

QUATRAIN AAINQRTU stanza of four lines [n -S] 

QUILLAIA AAIILLQU quillai (evergreen tree) [n -S] 

QUILLAIS AIILLQSU QUILLAI, evergreen tree [n] 

QUINTAIN AIINNQTU object used as target in medieval sport [n -S] 

RAILBEDS ABDEILRS RAILBED, layer of stone or gravel on which railroad is laid [n] 

RAILBIRD ABDIILRR racing enthusiast [n -S] 

RAILCARD AACDILRR card that allows buying railroad tickets at lower price [n -S] 

RAILCARS AACILRRS RAILCAR, railroad car [n] 

RAILHEAD AADEHILR end of railroad line [n -S] 

RAILINGS AGIILNRS RAILING, fence-like barrier [n] 

RAILLERY AEILLRRY good-natured teasing [n -RIES] 

RAILROAD AADILORR to transport by railroad (type of road on which locomotives are run) [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

RAILWAYS AAILRSWY RAILWAY, railroad [n] 

RAIMENTS AEIMNRST RAIMENT, clothing (wearing apparel) [n] 

RAINBAND AABDINNR dark band in solar spectrum [n -S] 

RAINBIRD ABDIINRR type of bird [n -S] 

RAINBOWS ABINORSW RAINBOW, arc of spectral colors formed in sky [n] 

RAINCOAT AACINORT waterproof coat [n -S] 

RAINDROP ADINOPRR drop of rain [n -S] 

RAINFALL AAFILLNR fall of rain [n -S] 

RAINIEST AEIINRST RAINY, marked by rain [adj] 

RAINLESS AEILNRSS having no rain [adj] 

RAINOUTS AINORSTU RAINOUT, atomic fallout occurring in precipitation [n] 

RAINSUIT AIINRSTU waterproof jacket and pants [n -S] 
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RAINWASH AAHINRSW to wash material downhill by rain [v –ED, -ING, -ES] 

RAINWEAR AAEINRRW waterproof clothing [n RAINWEAR] 

RAISABLE AABEILRS RAISE, to move to higher position [adj] 

RAISINGS AGIINRSS RAISING, elevation [n] 

RAISONNE AEINNORS arranged systematically [adj] 

RATTAILS AAILRSTT RATTAIL, marine fish [n] 

REASSAIL AAEILRSS to assail again [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

REATTAIN AAEINRTT to attain again [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

REAVAILS AAEILRSV REAVAIL, to avail again [v] 

REBAITED ABDEEIRT REBAIT, to bait again [v] 

RECLAIMS ACEILMRS RECLAIM, to make suitable for cultivation or habitation [v] 

REDBAITS ABDEIRST REDBAIT, to denounce as Communist [v] 

REDTAILS ADEILRST REDTAIL, type of hawk [n] 

REFRAINS AEFINRRS REFRAIN, to keep oneself back [v] 

REGAINED ADEEGINR REGAIN, to gain again [v] 

REGAINER AEEGINRR one that regains (to gain again) [n -S] 

REMAILED ADEEILMR REMAIL, to mail again [v] 

REMAILER AEEILMRR Internet service that forwards email anonymously [n -S] 

REMAINED ADEEIMNR REMAIN, to continue in same state [v] 

RENAILED ADEEILNR RENAIL, to nail again [v] 

REOBTAIN ABEINORT to obtain again [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

REORDAIN ADEINORR to ordain again [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

REPAINTS AEINPRST REPAINT, to paint again [v] 

REPAIRED ADEEIPRR REPAIR, to restore to good condition [v] 

REPAIRER AEEIPRRR one that repairs (to restore to good condition) [n -S] 

RERAISED ADEEIRRS RERAISE, to raise again [v] 

RERAISES AEEIRRSS RERAISE, to raise again [v] 

RESAILED ADEEILRS RESAIL, to sail again [v] 

RESTRAIN AEINRRST to hold back from action [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

RETAILED ADEEILRT RETAIL, to sell in small quantities [v] 

RETAILER AEEILRRT one that retails (to sell in small quantities) [n -S] 

RETAILOR AEILORRT to tailor again [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

RETAINED ADEEINRT RETAIN, to keep possession of [v] 

RETAINER AEEINRRT one that retains (to keep possession of) [n -S] 

RETRAINS AEINRRST RETRAIN, to train again [v] 

RINGTAIL AGIILNRT animal having tail with ringlike markings [n -S] 

ROCAILLE ACEILLOR rococo (style of architecture and decoration) [n -S] 

ROMAINES AEIMNORS ROMAINE, variety of lettuce [n] 

RUBAIYAT AABIRTUY four-lined stanzas in Persian poetry [n RUBAIYAT] 

RUMBAING ABGIMNRU RUMBA, to perform ballroom dance [v] 

SAILABLE AABEILLS SAIL, to move across surface of water by action of wind [adj] 

SAILBOAT AABILOST boat that sails [n -S] 

SAILFISH AFHIILSS large marine fish [n -ES] 

SAILINGS AGIILNSS SAILING, act of one that sails [n] 

SAILLESS AEILLSSS lacking sail [adj] 

SAILORLY AILLORSY SAILOR, member of ship's crew [adj] 
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SAILPAST AAILPSST sailing of ships past place [n -S] 

SAINFOIN AFIINNOS perennial herb [n -S] 

SAINTDOM ADIMNOST state of being saint [n -S] 

SAINTING AGIINNST SAINT, to declare to be saint (person of exceptional holiness) [v] 

SAMBAING AABGIMNS SAMBA, to perform Brazilian dance [v] 

SAMURAIS AAIMRSSU SAMURAI, Japanese warrior [n] 

SANGRAIL AAGILNRS legendary cup used by Christ at Last Supper [n -S] 

SAUNAING AAGINNSU SAUNA, to take dry heat bath [v] 

SCRAICHS ACCHIRSS SCRAICH, to utter shrill cry [v] 

SCRAIGHS ACGHIRSS SCRAIGH, to scraich (to utter shrill cry) [v] 

SCUBAING ABCGINSU SCUBA, to swim underwater using breathing device with compressed air [v] 

SEATRAIN AAEINRST ship equipped to carry railroad cars [n -S] 

SEXTAINS AEINSSTX SEXTAIN, stanza of six lines [n] 

SHAITANS AAHINSST SHAITAN, evil spirit [n] 

SHEHNAIS AEHHINSS SHEHNAI, double-reed wind instrument of India [n] 

SKYSAILS AIKLSSSY SKYSAIL, type of sail [n] 

SNAILING AGIILNNS SNAIL, to move slowly [v] 

SPONDAIC ACDINOPS spondee (type of metrical foot) [n -S] 

SPRAINED ADEINPRS SPRAIN, to weaken by sudden and violent twisting or wrenching [v] 

STAIDEST ADEISSTT STAID, sober and sedate [adj] 

STAINERS AEINRSST STAINER, one that stains (to discolor or dirty) [n] 

STAINING AGIINNST STAIN, to discolor or dirty [v] 

STAIRWAY AAIRSTWY flight of stairs [n -S] 

STAITHES AEHISSTT STAITHE, wharf equipped for transferring coal from railroad cars into ships [n] 

STANZAIC AACINSTZ STANZA, division of poem [adj] 

STAYSAIL AAILSSTY type of sail [n -S] 

STRAIGHT AGHIRSTT extending uniformly in one direction without bends or irregularities [adj -ER, -EST] / to make straight [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

STRAINED ADEINRST STRAIN, to exert to utmost [v] 

STRAINER AEINRRST utensil used to separate liquids from solids [n -S] 

STRAITEN AEINRSTT to make strait [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

STRAITER AEIRRSTT STRAIT, narrow (of little width) [adj] 

STRAITLY AILRSTTY STRAIT, narrow (of little width) [adv] 

STRAVAIG AAGIRSTV to stravage (to stroll (to walk in leisurely manner)) [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

STUNSAIL AILNSSTU type of sail [n -S] 

SUBCLAIM ABCILMSU subordinate claim [n -S] 

SUSTAINS AINSSSTU SUSTAIN, to maintain by providing with food and drink [v] 

SUZERAIN AEINRSUZ feudal lord [n -S] 

SWAINISH AHIINSSW SWAIN, country boy [adj] 

TAFFRAIL AAFFILRT rail around stern of ship [n -S] 

TAIGLACH AACGHILT teiglach (confection consisting of balls of dough boiled in honey) [n TAIGLACH] 

TAILBACK AABCIKLT member of backfield in some football formations [n -S] 

TAILBONE ABEILNOT coccyx (bone of spine) [n -S] 

TAILCOAT AACILOTT man's coat [n -S] 

TAILFANS AAFILNST TAILFAN, fanlike swimming organ at rear of some crustaceans [n] 

TAILFINS AFIILNST TAILFIN, fin at posterior end of fish [n] 

TAILGATE AAEGILTT to drive dangerously close behind another vehicle [v –D, -TING, -S] 
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TAILHOOK AHIKLOOT hook lowered from tail of aircraft to engage braking cable [n -S] 

TAILINGS AGIILNST TAILING, part of projecting stone or brick that is inserted into wall [n] 

TAILLAMP AAILLMPT light at rear of vehicle [n -S] 

TAILLESS AEILLSST having no tail [adj] 

TAILLEUR AEILLRTU woman's tailored suit [n -S] 

TAILLIKE AEIIKLLT resembling tail [adj] 

TAILORED ADEILORT TAILOR, to fit with clothes [v] 

TAILPIPE AEIILPPT exhaust pipe [n -S] 

TAILRACE AACEILRT part of millrace [n -S] 

TAILSKID ADIIKLST support on which tail of airplane rests [n -S] 

TAILSPIN AIILNPST to spin headlong down toward earth [v –NNED, -PUN, -NNING, -S] 

TAILSPUN AILNPSTU TAILSPIN, to spin headlong down toward earth [v] 

TAILWIND ADIILNTW wind coming from behind moving vehicle [n -S] 

TAINTING AGIINNTT TAINT, to touch or affect slightly with something bad [v] 

TENAILLE AEEILLNT outer defense [n -S] 

TERRAINS AEINRRST TERRAIN, tract of land [n] 

THEBAINE ABEEHINT poisonous alkaloid [n -S] 

TOENAILS AEILNOST TOENAIL, to fasten with obliquely driven nails [v] 

TOPSAILS AILOPSST TOPSAIL, sail of ship [n] 

TRAIKING AGIIKNRT TRAIK, to trudge (to walk tiredly) [v] 

TRAILERS AEILRRST TRAILER, to transport by means of trailer (vehicle drawn by another) [v] 

TRAILING AGIILNRT TRAIL, to drag along surface [v] 

TRAINEES AEEINRST TRAINEE, person receiving training [n] 

TRAINERS AEINRRST TRAINER, one that trains (to instruct systematically) [n] 

TRAINFUL AFILNRTU as much as railroad train can hold [n -S] 

TRAINING AGIINNRT systematic instruction [n -S] / TRAIN, to instruct systematically [v] 

TRAINMAN AAIMNNRT railroad employee [n -MEN] 

TRAINMEN AEIMNNRT TRAINMAN, railroad employee [n] 

TRAINWAY AAINRTWY railway (railroad) [n -S] 

TRAIPSED ADEIPRST TRAIPSE, to walk about in idle or aimless manner [v] 

TRAIPSES AEIPRSST TRAIPSE, to walk about in idle or aimless manner [v] 

TRAITORS AIORRSTT TRAITOR, one who betrays another [n] 

TRAVAILS AAILRSTV TRAVAIL, to toil (to work strenuously) [v] 

TREENAIL AEEILNRT wooden peg used for fastening timbers [n -S] 

TRENAILS AEILNRST TRENAIL, treenail (wooden peg used for fastening timbers) [n] 

TROCHAIC ACCHIORT trochee (type of metrical foot) [n -S] 

TRYSAILS AILRSSTY TRYSAIL, type of sail [n] 

TUBAISTS ABISSTTU TUBAIST, tuba player [n] 

UINTAITE AEIINTTU variety of asphalt [n -S] 

ULTRAISM AILMRSTU advocacy of extreme measures [n -S] 

ULTRAIST AILRSTTU advocate of extreme measures [n -S] 

UNAFRAID AADFINRU not afraid (filled with apprehension) [adj] 

UNBRAIDS ABDINRSU UNBRAID, to separate strands of [v] 

UNCHAINS ACHINNSU UNCHAIN, to free by removing chain [v] 

UNCHAIRS ACHINRSU UNCHAIR, to remove from chairmanship [v] 

UNFAIRER AEFINRRU UNFAIR, not fair (free from bias, dishonesty, or injustice) [adj] 
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UNFAIRLY AFILNRUY not fairly (in fair (free from bias, dishonesty, or injustice) manner) [adv] 

UNFAITHS AFHINSTU UNFAITH, lack of faith [n] 

UNGAINLY AGILNNUY awkward (lacking skill, dexterity, or grace) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

UNHAILED ADEHILNU not hailed (to welcome (to greet cordially)) [adj] 

UNHAIRED ADEHINRU UNHAIR, to remove hair from [v] 

UNHAIRER AEHINRRU one that unhairs (to remove hair from) [n -S] 

UNMAILED ADEILMNU not mailed (to send by governmental postal system) [adj] 

UNNAILED ADEILNNU UNNAIL, to remove nails from [v] 

UNPAIRED ADEINPRU not paired (to arrange in sets of two) [adj] 

UNPLAITS AILNPSTU UNPLAIT, to undo plaits of [v] 

UNRAISED ADEINRSU not raised (to move to higher position) [adj] 

UNREPAID ADEINPRU not repaid (to pay back) [adj] 

UNREPAIR AEINPRRU lack of repair [n -S] 

UPBRAIDS ABDIPRSU UPBRAID, to reproach severely [v] 

UPRAISED ADEIPRSU UPRAISE, to raise up [v] 

UPRAISER AEIPRRSU one that upraises (to raise up) [n -S] 

UPRAISES AEIPRSSU UPRAISE, to raise up [v] 

UPSTAIRS AIPRSSTU up stairs [adv] 

VAINNESS AEINNSSV quality or state of being vain [n -ES] 

VENTAILS AEILNSTV VENTAIL, adjustable front of medieval helmet [n] 

VERVAINS AEINRSVV VERVAIN, flowering plant [n] 

VILLAINS AIILLNSV VILLAIN, cruelly malicious person [n] 

VILLAINY AIILLNVY conduct characteristic of villain [n -NIES] 

VIRELAIS AEIILRSV VIRELAI, virelay (medieval French verse form) [n] 

VITRAINS AIINRSTV VITRAIN, material in vitreous layers of banded bituminous coal [n] 

VOLTAISM AILMOSTV electricity produced by chemical action [n -S] 

WAGTAILS AAGILSTW WAGTAIL, songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n] 

WAIFLIKE AEFIIKLW resembling waif (homeless child) [adj] 

WAILSOME AEILMOSW wailful (mournful (expressing grief or sorrow)) [adj] 

WAINSCOT ACINOSTW to line walls of with wooden paneling [v –ED, -TTED, -ING, -TTING, -S] 

WAISTERS AEIRSSTW WAISTER, seaman stationed in middle section of ship [n] 

WAISTING AGIINSTW type of dressmaking material [n -S] 

WAITERED ADEEIRTW WAITER, to work as male server in restaurant [v] 

WAITINGS AGIINSTW WAITING, act of one who waits [n] 

WAITLIST AIILSTTW to put on list of persons waiting [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

WAITRESS AEIRSSTW to work as female server in restaurant [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

WAITRONS AINORSTW WAITRON, server in restaurant [n] 

WARPAINT AAINPRTW paint used to decorate face and body before battle [n -S] 

WASSAILS AAILSSSW WASSAIL, to drink to health of [v] 

WHIPTAIL AHIILPTW lizard having long, slender tail [n -S] 

WINDSAIL ADIILNSW funnel of sailcloth used to convey air down into lower parts of ship [n -S] 

WIREHAIR AEHIIRRW dog having wiry coat [n -S] 

ZABAIONE AABEINOZ dessert resembling custard [n -S] 

ZAIBATSU AABISTUZ powerful family combine in Japan [n ZAIBATSU] 

ZENAIDAS AADEINSZ ZENAIDA, wild dove [n] 
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Ends with -AI 

CHIGETAI ACEGHIIT wild ass [n -S] 

DRACHMAI AACDHIMR DRACHMA, former monetary unit of Greece [n] 

HETAIRAI AAEHIIRT HETAIRA, hetaera (concubine) [n] 

SHANGHAI AAGHHINS to kidnap for service aboard ship [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

 


